Zeiss RMK
Aerial Survey Cameras and Accessories

tor Aerial Photogrammetry and Interpretation
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Aerial Survey Cameras
Zeiss aerial survey cameras for the standard negatfve size of 23 cm x 23 cm (9"x 9 ")
Designation

Lens

Aperture Angular
(f-stops) field 2 Cf.
d iagonal
(lateral)

Max.
nominal
distortion

Principal uses

S-Pleogon A
3 113"
(85 mm)

f/4
f/5.6
f/8

125°
(107°)

7µm

Large-area photographic coverage
for small scale mapping, above all
wilh low-ceiling aircraft : specialpurpose flights below cloud cove r.

Standard
wide-ang le
camera

Pfeogon A

f/4
f/5.6
f/8
f/11

93°
(74°)

3 µ.m

General work, i.e. aerotriangulation,
topographic and large-scale mapping.

Intermediate
angle
camera

To~a ro n

115.6

4 µm

(210 mm)

f/8
f/11

75°
(57°

Aerial photo maps and mapping
if normal-angle camera cannot be used,
e.g. because available plotters are
unsuitable for ha ndling 12" (305 mm)
focal length.

Standard
normalangle
camera

TOQar A
12''
(305 mm)

f/5.6
f/8
f/11

56°
(41 °)

3µm

Aerial mosaics, orthophoto maps,
first-order mapping and base maps
for urban areas (reduction of dead
spaces!)

Narrow-

Telikon A
24"
(610 mm)

f/6.3
119
f/12.5

30°

50 µm

Special purposes : a) hig h...altitude
photography; b) c ity surveys;
c) 1 : 250 or 1 : 500 scale flights, to reach
permissible flying heights: d) aerial
mosaics and orthopholo maps of
urban areas with high-rise buildings.

Type

RMK

125°super
AS.5123 wlde..angle
camera

RMK
A 15/23

RMK
A 21/23

RMK
A30/23

RMK

A60/23 anglecamera

6"
(153 mm)

A

81/~"

-----

(21°}

Inquiries are invited for reseau cameras. The grid plate which in these
cameras is mounted in Iront of the focal plane not only serves to detect film
deformation but will also reveal any deviation of the film Irom a I rue plane
at the instant of exposure.
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Auxiliary flight da1a
Digital auxiliary flight data (OAS Data Annotation System)
Shutter open
Shutter closed
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Filters:
Fflters for aerial photography seNe
two purposes:
ci Spectral filtration
to reduce the eHect of atmospheric
haze or to cut out unwanted rad iatron and allow only specific wavelenghts1such as infrared, lo pass.
• Compensation or light fall-off
in wide-angle lenses with the aid of
a more or less neutral anti-vignetting
coating applied to the filter glass.
All fllters have metrical characteristics and satis(y the highest demands
regarding plane parallelism and
flatness.
Non -Interchangeable lilter mounts
for the different lens types.
Simple change of fillers even while
in the air, due to rapid locking
feature.

The anti-vignetting coating to
compensate for the light 1aH-otf of
lenses also counteracts the tendency
to color distortion towards the edges
in color aerial photography. Ant\vign.etti ng coatings are identified by
their transmittance in the center of
the filter:
Lens-type

S-Pleogon

Pleogon

Toparon

Filter

22%

60%

60%

----

Filters with other anti-vignetting
coatings for optimum adaptation to
the photographic conditions can be
supplied on request.

The tallowing filter glasses are available:
Comparable to
Wratten

Filter

Cut-off
wavelength

KL

Clear glass

A1

415 nm

HF-3 (28)

A2

425 nm

HF-3/HF-4

A3

435nm

2E

A

460nm

3

B

490nm

8

c

525nm

15

0

535nm

16

F

600nm

25

H

635 nm

29

J

670 nm

70

L

720 nm

898

- -- -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - --

- --

The cut-ott wavelength stands
for 50% internal transmittance.
Inquiries for other types of filter
are invited.

-~--~-

------

Sandwich filters (identified by an
additional -F, e.g. KL-F) consist of a
clear-g lass plate with anti-vignetting
coating to suit the lens type and
photog raphic conditions and a
second plane~parallel plate in the
rorm of one of the aforementioned
fifter glasses. These filters can be
used to combine a graded-density
filter with various 1'ilter glasses or
to insert a gelatine filter. However,
commerc ial gelatine filters are
exHemely sensitive to humidity. They
should therefore be used only for
very specific purposes, for ins tance
as conversion filters for a certain
color reversal emulsion.
Standard equipment includes the
filters KL, B and D and covers the
most frequent applications ;
KL - Color film.

- Black-and-white panchromatic
film and favorable atmospheric
conditions (good visibility,
low altitude).
B - Black-and-white panchromatic
film and average atmospheric
conditions, to enhance image
contrast
0 - Black-and-while panchromatic
film in unfavorable atmospheric
conditions, to enhance image
contrast.
- Infrared fllm (black-and-white
and false-color), to cut off
short-wave radiation.
Special infrared filters (Hor L for
black-and-white and C-F for falsecolor 1i\m) can in many cases be.
dispensed with.
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S2c

NA CON

NA

CCON/NM

OAS

RMK A8.S/23

ASS+ DCON/HCON
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Statoskop
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Data Annotation
System

Statoscope

Autom. Horizontierung

Abdrlltrcgefung
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Autom. Leveling Control

DCON

Drlft Control
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Pilot-only flights
Here, the camera is totally remotecontrolled and its operation monitored from the pilot's seat with the
aid of the FS-2 Remote Control.
The entire camera assembly is
prepared tor operalion before takeoff. As the beginning of the flight
strip is reached, the pilot will only flip
the master switch, whereupon the
exposure cycle is automatically
controlled 1n accordance with the
preset values.
If control by preset data is impossible, the NA Automatic Navigation
Meter may be used as an additional
component. tn this case, the navigation data (v/h-value and drift) are
measured automatically.
PhotoWghts with a welt-trained
crew of three undoubtedly are the
best approach to perfect photography of large areas. A three-man
crew considerably reduces the risk
of ref lights and largely avoids the
loss of signalized points, mismatches
in the sheet layout, etc. Based on a
large number of test flights we therefore recommend crews of three as a
basic configuration. However, using
the alorementioned, slightly enlarged
equipment will also create favorable
conditions for economical and
precise photoflights with a crew
of two.
The following is a summary of the
characteristic features of the different components that can be used
in conjunction with our aerial
cameras.

Zeiss RMK A 8.5/23
and RMK A 15/23
aerial suNey cameras
installed in the aircraft
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RMK Aerial Survey QlmerasAccessories
ICC c.entral lnteival
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Photonlght wtth e crew or two
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ICC+ nr.2+ NA+ NACON.
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Photoftlght with a crew of two
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Equipment for Mapping Camera
Control and Photoflight Navigation
Depending on the type of work
concerned and the aircraft available,
we distinguish between several
crew configurations:
Photoflighl with a crew of three.
Pholoflighl with a crew of two.
Pilot-only photoflighls.
For each of these cases we have
developed suitable camera control
systems. These are:
ICC Central Interval Computer.
NS-1 Navigation Sensor.
NT-1 Navigation Telescope.
NT-2 Navigation Telescope.
NA Automatic Navigation Meter.
FS-2 Remote Control.
The FS-2 Remote Control includes
the following components that can
be incorporated as additional
controls in various basic units:
OCON Drift C-Ontrol (incorporated
in RMK suspension mount).
HCON Automatic Leveling Control
(incorporated in RMK suspension
mount).
EMl-3 Automatic Exposure
Control (incorporated in RMK
camera body) .
Fl Remote Monitors for film transport and vacuum motor (incorporated in RMK camera body and fil m

magazine). The central control for
the entire RMK system is the
CCON Remote Control with NM
Navigation Data lmput.
However, the different components
may also be used separately and
combined as individual modules.
The ICC Central Interval Computer
is the central electronic unit of the
control system. Its primary purpose
is automatic triggering of the aerial
camera at specitied intervals. In
addition, the ICC is the central link
between the different components
of the RMK system and serves as
power supply. During the photo-

flight, the ICC does not normally
require any attention and can therefore be installed anywhere in the
aircraft.

The other components are used as
follows:

transmission to the camera (OCON
Drift Control).

On flights with a crew of three
(pilot. navigator and camera
operator)
In this case, the camera is controlled
from the NS-1 Navigation Sensor
which should preferably be installed
near it. The NT-1 Navigation Telescope is installed separately from
the NS-1, within easy reach of the
navigator. The pilot concentrates
fully on flying the aircraft. He
receives instructions about possible
corrections ot course from the navigator. The latter in turn concentrales
entirely on comparing the light strip
plotted on the flight map with the
terrain image observed throug h the
Navigation Telescope, that is on
checking the flight strip for proper
location. If necessary, the navigator
will also observe reference points
for adjacent strips . The camera
operator attends exclusively to the
aerial camera and gives special
attention to careful synchronization
of the NS-1, making due allowance
tor changes in speed or general
elevation ot the terrain, and to
precise drift setting on the NS-1
as well as the camera suspension
mount

Additional controls may be used
to support the camera operator. In
particularly difficult flying conditions,
for instance in the case of lowaliilude large-scale photography, the
NA Automatic Navigation Meter
will considerably relieve the navigator who will then only have to
check on the automatic functions
of the camera control.

On ftights with a crew of two
(pilot and navigator/camera
operator)
The camera is controlled from the
NT-2 Navigation Telescope. The
latter can be installed anywhere in
the aircraft where optimum working
conditions can be secured for the
navigator/camera operator. Instructions regarding corrections of course
can be given to the pilot via the
intercom. Here also, the pilot can
devote all 1is attention to flying.
The navigator/camera operator will
check the location ol the flight strip
through the NT-2 and al the same
time take care of synchronization.
In general, it will be advisable to
equip the NT-2 with automatic drift

Instead of the NA, an Inertial Navigation System (INS) may likewise
be used tor camera control, if the
photographic aircratl is equipped
with a suitable INS. The Litton Inertial
Navigation Systems LTN-72 and
LTN-76 can be modified specifically
for photogrammetric uses. This
modification consists of an interface
to the RMK, which allows two
cameras to be operated simultaneously, and a special application
program for the INS computer. This
program is essentially based on the
use of visible ground points whose
coordinates are known or which can
at least be unambiguously identitied
(absolute or relative reterence points) .
The NT-2 Navigation Telescope is
particularly well suited to make
optimum use of this procedure and,
in addition, lo operate and monitor
the RMK. Digital recording of the INS
data on the 1ilm is achieved by the
DAS Data Annotation System,
which can be subsequently installed
in an RMK camera body. Inquiries

for detailed information are invited.
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Zeiss RMK System
A Standard RMK A 15/23 Wideangle Camera should be employed
wherever the objective is to cover
the widest possible field of applications w1lh a single camera. If in
addition large numbers ol aerial
mosaics are required, a Standard
RMK A 30123 Normal-angle Camera
should be added, which may also
be used tor precise coordinate
measurement and photography
of built-up or tores1 areas.
These two standard models will
be entirely sutf1cient for the great
majority or pholog ram metric
projects. However, the principle of
the Ze iss RMK System of Interchangeable Camera Bodies allows
simple adapta tion to any imaginable
project. the
suspension mount (AS-5 with
adapte r),
FK 24/120 film magazine.
ICC cenlral inlerval computer
as well as the ditterent navigation
Instruments and accessories being
identical for all cameras. Great care
is taken to keep this modular system
intact even as new components are
added. Thus, the camera bodies
buill today are fully compatible with
suspension mounts and film magazines built as tar back as 1956 and
can also be operateq with the
control uni ls frorn that period. In
many cases, this will considerably
reduce the outlay for a new oulfit.
A special advantage of the
System of Interchangeable
Camera Bodies is its stabll lty
or interior orientation even in
extreme cond il1ons. The lens and
focal-plane frame are perfectly
protected inside the camera body.
The focal-plane frame is exposed
only during an exchange o1 magazines, which is extremely simple and
takes only seconds. so that it is optimally protected againsl mechanical

injurydu(1ng operarion of the camera.

The fact that all cameras or lenses
with an "A" in their type designation
have A-characteristics furlher
increases the number or possible
uses of the System ot In terchangeable Camera Bodies. A-characteristics as a design feature were in1roduced Into photogrammetry by
Zeiss. They are based on a new
approach to the correction of chromatic aberrations. The term implies
that photographs can be taken in
the entire panchromatic and infrared
region - both on black-and-white
and color as well as false-color film
- without optica l accessories or
defocusing of the lens.

Th e versatlle modular camera
control system is based on the ICC
Cent ral lnteNal Computer which is
the central control unit for the RM K,
providing the link to 1he ditferen1
accessories.

NS-1 Naviga1ion Sensor and NT-1
Navigation Telescope for flights w11h
a crew of three;
• NT-2 Navigation Telescope tor
crews of lwo;
• NT-2 Navigation Telescope and
NA Automatic Navigation Meler tor
c rews of 1wo in ditticult fl ying conditions;
NA Automatic Navigation Meler
and NM Navigation Data Input plus
COON Remote Control for pilot-only
flights;
NM Navigation Data Input with
CCON Remote Control for special
purposes. such as pilot -only !lights
by preset data or for use of an inertial navigation system tor camera
control.

Remote control and automatic
conl(ol are available in different
versions to facilitate the operator's
work:
OCON Drift Control with dritt
transmitter on navigation ins1rumen1;
HCON Automatic Leveling
Control;
EMl-2 or EMl-3 Automatic
Exposure Control:
CCON Remote Control.
The data of exterior orientation
can be determined with the aid of
au.xiliary equipment and recorded
on the photographs lor subsequent
evaluation :
S-2c Recording Statoscope to
keep track of differences in flying
height;
DAS Data Annotation System
for recording the additional data
supplied by an inertial navigation
system.

Several cameras can be controlled
simultaneously by a single navigation instrument. Since every cameca
has its own ICC, allowance can easily be made for d ifferent focal lengths
and overlap ra lios.

The camera bodies of d itterent focal
length can be quickly and easily
exchanged even during the flight.
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RMK Survey Cameras
Main Characteristics
Lens:
High-performance lens with
A-characteristics
in all camera types.
Outstanding image quality even in
low-contrast photography.
Negligible distortion In all lenses
of focal lengths 85 mm lo 305 mm.
Uniform illumination over the entire
field due lo minimum light fall-oft
and additiona l compensation by
anti-vignetting filters.
Standard speed f/ 4 in all lenses of
wide angular coverage, providing an
ample margin to compensate for the
loss of light introduced by the anlivignetting filte(S.
Simple exchange of filters during
the flight in all lenses from 153 mm
to 305 mm focal length.
Lens cap protecting the lenses
during take--off and land ing, interchangeable for filler, with provisions
preventing accidental use during
camera operation.
Focal-plane fr'ame:
Fiducial marks in the centers of
nega1ive sides with optically reproduced center dots; Illumination of
fiducial ma rks by the light reflected
from the ground, i.e. no additional
illumination required; fiducial-mark
separation 226.0 mm.
On request, additional fiducial

Intensity of auxiliary-data illumination variable in 10 steps; recording
system easily accessible even
during the flight. Special version
(DAS Data Annotation System)
for recording lhe additional data
supplied by an inertial navigation
system.
Shutter: Extraordinarily efficient
Aerotop shutte r with four continuously rotating high-speed disks.
Shutter drive by integral DC motor
that can be easily exchanged even
after installation of the camera in the
aircraft.
Shutter speeds available in standard version: 1/ioo - 1/iooo sec. or 1/so
1
- /soo sec. (in RMK A 8.5/23); infi nitely variable during flight, either
manually on the camera or remote
control or automatlcally by EMl-3
Exposure Control. Speed indicator
always reads the true open time
computed from the speed of the
shutter disks, instead of the nominal
speed.
Tripping of single exposures or
serial photography is possible from
the navigation instrument connected;
minimum cycll ng time 2 sec.; cockpit
exposure monitor for continuous
indication of imminent exposure
instant.
Aperture control: During the flight 1

marks in the frame corners.

lhe aperture ot the iris diaphragm

Auxiliary fligh data combined next
to one negative side for easy
reading.
Located in picture area:
• Three-digit exposure counter with
zeroing button.
Located in marginal strip:
• Standard altimeter with metric or
fee t scale for measuring ranges of
0-9000 m or 0- 27000 tt; can be
exchanged for Staloscope Indicator;
optional dighal display for aircraft
altimeter or statoscope;
• circular level for recording camera
lilt up to ±5° during exposure;
• serial number and calibrated focal
length ot camera;
clock with second hand;
• data card.

can be continuously varied by hand
directly on the camera or by remote
control, or automatically by means
of EMl-2 or EMl-3 Exposure Control.
Suspension mounts: AS-5 1
as a standard mount suitable for any
of t he 23 cm x 23 cm cameras
(directly for RMK A8.5/23, with an
adapter for other models); differences in installation height of
camera can be compensated by
suitable adapters.
AS-2, especially small version also
suited tor inslallatlon in small aircraft
(not compat ible with AMK A 8.5/23).
AS-3j special version for installation
in aircraft with a thick floor when a
camera well is not feasible (unsuited
for RMK A 8.5/23).

Absorption of vibrations even at
low temperatures due to integ ral
dampers.
Leveling by three spindles with
extension knobs for convenient
operation in wells; leveling range
±5°. HCON Automatic Leveling
Control as an optional accessory.
Drift setting +30°. with clamp,
DCON Drift Control as an optional
accessory.
Film magazine: FK 24/120 tor all
cameras of the 23 cm x 23 cm
series.
Film 24 cm wide (9W1), unperforated; length of film 120 rn (400 fl)
with 0.13 mm film base a nd 150 m
(500 ft) wilh 0.10 mm fifm base;
foo tage counter in magazine cover.
Film advance by integral shutter
motor, with provis ion for statics and
reflections from pressure plate.
Film flattening by vacuum system
in camera body, with alternation
between vacuum and air pressure.
Four indicator disks for monitoring
film advance, two each for the lakeup and supply spools; Fl Remote
Monitors for film transport and
vacuum motor as optional accessories (in conjunction with NT-2 Navigation Telescope or CCON Remote
Control).
Film punch tor mafking certain
lengths of film during the flight.
Exchange of magazines within
seconds during the flight;
reliable safeguards against operating errors. No film lost when changing magazines in the middle of the
film roll.
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RMK Aerial Survey cameras
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Zeiss Aerial Survey
Cameras - Special Features
Systematic aerial photography for the
production of topographic symbol or
photo maps and large-scale plans or
for the numerical determination of
ground coordinates Is obtained with
the aid of aerial survey cameras.
These cameras serve to take strips of
aerial photographs. Exposure intervals
within flight strips are so controlled by
supporting equipment that the photographs overlap by the desired amount
- usually 60% for stereoplottlng. Adjacent flight strips are designed with a
lateral overlap (side lap) of approximately 30%, which ensures perfect coverage of the area to be photographed.

Simpl e operation and the elimination of operating errors
are particularly important considering the high demands made on the
camera operator during a photo!light. This is achieved by:

e Concenrration of all controls and meters required during the !'lighl in one
location, namely on the navigation instrument.

e Par1icularly easy-to-read moniloring system on navigation instrument:
signal lamps will light up only if the corresponding function has failed and
lhe operator's inteNention is required.

e Optimum adaptation of the differenl navigation inslruments lo lhe specific
conl rol requirements involved.

e Overlap control and triggering of camera shutter from the navigation
instrumenl are possible only a lier the lens cap has been removed and the
magazine slide opened.

Aerial mapping cameras have to
satisfy very exacting demands regarding their optical system and reliable
control.

e Opening the dark slide is possible only with the f'ilm magazine pfoperly

The Zeiss system of aerial mapping
cameras for the 23 cm x 23 cm
negative size (9" X 9") is based on
complete, interchangeable camera
bodies wtth high-performance lenses
for angular fields of 30° to 125 °,
enough to solve any photogrammetric
problem.
Navigation and control elements are of
the modular type and can easily be
expanded: from simple standard
equipment for a flight crew of three
right up to remote control and fully
automatic overlap and exposure
control.

•Film magazines can be q uickly and easily changed during lhe flighl
wilhou1 any loss of film or frames in the case of partially exposed rolls.
The operator himself need not load the fi lm.

seated.

e Removing the film magazine is possible only with the dark slide closed.

The separate installation of camera and navigation in strument o ffers
additional advantages:

e Optimum positioning of navigation instrument for operation, independenlly of camera type used.

e Exchange of camera bodies without variation of navigation instrument.

e Relatively small cam era port. In most pholographic aircraft it is much
simpler to provide two small holes instead of one big port.

In view of the high performance of
their lenses, all aerial mapping
cameras are likewise ideally suited for
photolnterpretation work. In addition,
a program of special reconnaissance
cameras for manned and unmanned
aircraft is available. Inquiries are
invited regarding detailed information.

2
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NS-1 Navigation Sensor
Principal features
Opl1cal instrument for determining
the navigational data required for
camera control and control unit for
operation and monitoring of the
camera during the flight.
Viewing System
Ground-glass viewfinder, 14 cm x
14 cm (5.5" x 5.5'), for binocular
viewing in a conveniently seated
position; angle of view 56°, as in
normal-angle camera.
Measurement
Delermination of v/h-value (ground
speed/flight height above ground)
by synchronizing the chain of splines
moving across the viewfinder field
with the terrain image; determination
of drift angle by turning the NS-1
until the motion direction of the
chain of splines coincides with that
ol lhe g round image.
Control of camera functions
Pushbutton for instantaneous
tripping of single exposures o r
additional exposures in serial mode;
switch for instantaneous starting of
serial photography, that is, the lirst
exposure of the series can be made
precisely above a target point
without further accessories.
Mo nitori ng of camera functions
lnteNal lamp indicating instant of
exposure and release lock during
film advance;
within ground-glass field of NS-1 :
digital display of ac1ual overlap ii the
exposure inteNal computed by the
ICC is shorter than the minimum
cycling time of the AMK. lhal 1s if the
ovelap ratio set on the ICC can no
longer be obtained; ind1ca1ors tor
EMl-2 and EMl-3.
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f\fT-2 l\Javigation

Telescope
Principal features
1os1~urnan1 f0t photof11ght navigaliO!l,
same as NT··, combined Wlolh an
opliCal vnil fot detero,1n1ng lho
navigational dala 1equue!1 tor
camera coottQI and a COfli(ol uni:
1or operating and rno-111toriog 11·e
camera <.funr 9 1Pe flight
vteWlng syS1em:Eyepiece viewing \'lllh standard

Sx-e'YQoieco;
viewing angle 90° so lflat lhe fix~d
forv1ar(,I angie oi 400 providos ss~

'°""Brd artd 5° oookv.1ard covaroge
lfOfl'l the Nidit.

lateral and backward viewing b.Y

wmir.g tho totescopo abou1 Its
vertical axis \Ciiek S!OPS from 00 10
3"15° at 45° inlorvalst
Navigation system
Same as in NT·l Navlga!lon Teles.
cope; ''"' na11>9a1t0~ rellcules can
be used in either of IMse inslru ~

l'nenrs,
Measurement

Detem11nni1on 01 v/h-value <groun(l
speed/flymg height above ground)
by S'fncllroniz1ng moving luminous
lines v1ith the te<rai ~ image il"I the
IOl'V1ard-!ookjng P.OSihon_, lhat is
w1th0ut sw11ch11tg the ie l~~cope 01/'0'
horn na\llf}atioo tc ovar1ap oonhol;
detom\inarion o1 dri:1 angte by UJmmg
the NT-2 until ltle d1rec1ion of ll'te

liiQht line 01 ol a lateral side hne on
u·e <etk:ule coincides \Vilh the
motion direction of the ground
Image.
Control of camora functions

Pushbvuo-n for instantar..eous
l!Jet>i.!19 of single exposuies or
additlonal exposu1es- if! s~ual mode;

sv1itch tor inslan1a1eous s1an1ng cf
serial pho'.cgraphy. lhal iSTn9 r1rs1
exposure of a sesies can bo made.
p(eclsely abOve a ta 19e~ point
\v\lliout ful1MT acce.ssoires

OCON, EMl-2 and EMl,1, p<iShl'>ullOn 'or testing lhe oifferenl
comPOnenls.
lnstalfatlon
See data foi NT-1 ~VigaL.On

Monitoring of camera functions

Te1esco~.

Interval tamp fndicating inslanl o1
exposure and release lock during
1ilm adva(lee:
digital dlsp1ay 01 actual ov<Ollap ii 1ne
expost.1re 1nu~rva1 compuled by the
fCC 1$ shorter than lhe minimum
cycling time of the RMK, 1ha1i-01 1• lhe
ovarlap ra110 set on 1he ICC can n!'>
longer 00 ob1runed;
rndicalom lor fflm 'tt1nspon a'ld

vacuum motor (ope(a1Ne only if Fl

Remote. b1orutom ate •OC01porated
n came1a body and 11m magazina),

aerial-survey-base.com

NA Automatic
Navigation Meter
Principal features
Oplical measuring instrument for lhe
automatic delerminalion of the
angular velocily v/ h. The value lhus
determined is lransferred to the
camera and. together wilh lhe dala
sel on the ICC. is used for the automatic triggering of the camera
according to a preselected overlap.

NA

Application
• Photof11ghts with a crew of two are
now possible in applications which
have posed problems so far, e.g. 1n
large-scale photography.
• High reliability is ensured in
one-man photoflights.

..

Measuring range
v/h value: 0.01 to 0.2 rad/s

llUIU

Operation
The NA is operated via lhe NACON.

2

l "

II II I
s eria l

OFF

Xo
ON

NA CON
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HCON

Automal!c

trOI

Leve •rig Co

Principal t.atuA•
"Ii ol _..,
~on""'"" ol ~

Aul()mal.C -

rr""""1g

~

:oa<tr.1111 ,,.., p.WI

au,111Ge

u...
~-~~·
carrea dumg Irie '1'gl'll .,....f'<U

...

P«>b«•ns. pa~'",... c:uo ol
p1IOIOl.g'>IS .. 1h I,.,. ol "M> flee
page •-0t
()pe<atlo<>
The pl1Ch llllllude or an a..:talt
generally var"" as a tunc:s.on ol IOecl

and llrng '>eight. As I reauol.
cl>anges ol p<ch ""'Y occur. W'l>oc:t>
have a 5)'$lem&llC el!QCI <Ml!
prolof>;jed pe•IOds
C!'110d ol
p<1ch otliludo can bO ou·a....1oca11y
corrCClcd wi:h tho aid ol a simple hit
sensor.1he wwo1 la oee1g11<1U 10
that bncl accidontat dO'VIBhon!l ffo<n
me--~n p1lch wtHrom9in uncortOCIOd.
Across lho ill'<> ot lllghl, on lho oil 01
hand. only nl1nor end &hOl1·lo1m
occidental va'1ailor1<1 duo to ~lro<11ll
roll need be oxpoctod Corroctlng
these ctiangos 01tOll lhGtCIOfO '9 not
necessal)', nor ""''Id 11 be poealblo

Th••

w1~h

ASS+HCON
Levellng

Manu1u 1111 aeo no J.2 !>0 as re~orred
10 011c.1llll tloo1, aviomalic leveling
1enge .12 ~·as tetorrc<110 1111
1011lng, 1""0111no srood 2'/soo.: 1n
01 ~er wordo, no otloCI on lrnauo
mo1lon <1u1l11<1 expoou10.
ln11111auon
In nMK •uflO&n& un moun1 AS 2 or

AS&

simple mean$,

The HCON Au1oma11c L.GvoilllO
Control ·~us works on the semo
pnn<:fl)le as the camera Qllet8lOI
whowl 11i<CW1soae1 oni'/ Omoan

value
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EMl-3 Automatic
Exposure Control

EM12

Principal features
Aerophotogram metric exposure
control for mapping cameras. for
automatic selling of an optimum
combination of aperture and shutter
speed.
Detector

See EMl-2 Exposure Control.
Computer

See EMl-2 Exposure Control.
Computer setting ranges
Film speed 18-30 DIN (equivalent to
50-800 ASA} 1n 12 steps;
filter factor 1-16x in 12 steps;
~dmissi b le image motion 10-40 µm
in 5 steps:
auto/manual mode.
Shutter-speed setting
Automatically by the computer via
servomotor according to admissible
image motion and v/h-value
measured ;
indicator on navigation instrument;
manual aperture setting is possible
by switching off the computer;

EM13

indication of shutter speed on RMK,
NT-2 Navigation Telescope and
CCON Remote Control.

~/

Aperture control
See EMl-2 Exposure Control.
Installation

See EMl-2 Exposure Control.
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Zeiss - The Complete
Photogrammetric
Instrument System

Cameras and Film Processing

......

•

I

l

TMK

RMK

Laboratory
Equipment

Aerial Cameras

SMK

Stereo Cameras

Terrestrial
Cameras

..

Point Transfer Instrument and Comparators

'

•
PK1

PSK2

Prec1s1on Monocomparator

Prec1s1on Stereocomparator

PM1
Translet Instrument

~

Analog Plotters

d.

~

~

M

DP 1

F3 Planitop

E 3 Planicart

D3Planimat

Double Pror"c:tor

Topographic
Ptoner

Precision
Plotll:!r

Prec1S1on
Ploner

Analytical Plotters

G3

C100

C120

C130

Stereocord

Plamcump

Plamr.omp

Plamcomo

Computer Programs

PLAN IMAP

PLANl·AS
Carl Zeiss
0 -7082 Oberkochen
West Germany

PAT M

PK-AS
mpurc supported
plom g

51-618-e

Bio t.. a~1U"tm nt will
nri p nd nl mod

PATB

HIA

BLUH
Alo
e11u~tmenr
Wllh t:>Un<JI

Prinled in West Gennany

D1g11a
He1gr11 Models

W-H-X/83 Boo
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Principal features

Differential altimeter electrical
pickoff, designed for determining
diHerences in flying height between
exposure stations.
Use
As an indicator facilitating flying at a
constant height;
as an indicator ol departures from
the prescribed flying height to be
taken into account in aerotriangulation (aerial leveling). Suitable for
combination with cameras ol other
manufacture.
Operating principle
Liquid manometer with coaxially
arranged legs of different diameter.
The principle of the time-tried
and simple liquid manometer has
inlentionally been preseNed 1n this
modified lorm.
Measuring range
Varying as a function of barometric
level:
at sea level
approx. 40 m (130 ft)
al 2,000 m (6,500 ft)

approx. 50 m (160 ft)
al 5,000 m (16,500 ft)
approx. 60 m (200 fl)
at 10,000 m (33,000 ft)
approx. 120 m (400 ft)
Each of these measuring ranges
corresponds to about 50 scale intervals.

Accuracy of measurement
Varying as a function of barometric
level:
at sea level
approx. ±0.40 m (15'')
al 2,000 m (6,500 ft)
approx. ±0.50 m (20'')
at 5,000 m (16,500 ft)

Pickoff of results
Capacitative in bridge circuit with
series-connected amplifier. No
setting motors, hence statically
simple.
Indicators
Three electrical measuring
instruments on statoscope,
in camera (optional digital display),
on instrument panel in the cockpit.
Normally, only two of these indicators are in operation simultaneously.
The indicator in the aerial camera is
reproduced directly on the film, thus
warranting perlect correlation of
slatoscope record and aerial photograph.

The indicator in the cockpit is so
designed that it gives the pilot a
direct indication of the direction in
which possible corrections have to
be made.

Sensitivity of tilt
Due to the coaxial arrangement of
the measuring feeler, the instrument
is largely insensitive lo pitch and roll
(<p and w).
Temperature control
By simple ice-waler filling in thermos
bottle. Here also, a complicated
electrical temperature control
system whose accuracy 1s not
always fully reliable has been
intentionally avoided.
Measuring liquid
Special mixture supplied wilh the
instrument.
Connection

To static pressure line or aircraf l.
Pressure compensation
By electrically operated solenoid
valve.

approx. ±0.60 m (25'1
at 10,000 m (33,000 ft)
approx. ± 1.20 m (50")
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Technical Data
_

(f~nealA&tB'~ -------~--:---.-.-~:
(_--..., , __ .....--~
- ~.
--~------

-

-

Operating voltage:
Max. residual nppte:

-I

22-31 voe
2Vpp

The entire RMK system is supplied with power from the
electrical system of the aircraft through the camera
body. The power consumptions given below refer to an
input voltage ot 24 volts at normal temperature.
Power consumption:
Camera body with ICC (continuous operation) 8 amps
15 amps
(during 3 sec. afler switching on)
0.3 amp
NS-1 Navigation Sensor
0.5 amp
NT-2 Navigation Telescope
0.5amp
l\JA Automatic Navigation Meter
0.3amp
OCON Drift Control
HCON Automatic Leveling Control
1.0 amp
0.4 amp
EMl-2 Automatic Exposure Control
0.7 amp
EMl-3 Automatic Exposure Control
0.2 amp
CCON Remote Control
0.2amp
NM Navigalion Data Input
1.5 amps
S-2c Recording Staloscope

RMK A 8.5/23 camera body
Filler
Lens cap
RMK A 15/23 camera body

Filler
Lens cap
AMK A 21123 camera body
Filler
Lens cap
RMK A 30/23 camera body
Filter
Lens cap
RMK A 60123 camera body
Filter
Lens cap
Cover for focal-plane frame
EMl-2 Automatic Exposure Control
EMl-3 Automatic Exposure Control
FK 24/120 Film Magazine. empty
Film spool, empty
Film spool with 150 m {500 ft) of film
Fl Remote Monitors

62.2 kg
2.4 kg
0.9 kg

59.6 kg
1.3 kg
0.6 kg
43.7 kg
1.0 kg
0.4 kg
55.3 kg
1.0 kg
0.5 kg

AS-2 Suspension Mount
Dnlltng templet
OCON Drift Control
HCON Automatic Leveling Control

19.1 kg
0.7 kg
1.0 kg
4.0 kg

AS-3 Suspension Mount
Drilling templet

14.6 kg
1.0 kg

AS-5 Suspension Mount
Drilling temple!
Adapter ror RMK A 15/23. .. 60123
OCON Drill Control
HCON Automatic Leveling Control
2 extension knobs for level1ng

14.5 kg
0.7 kg
1.0 kg
4.0 kg
1.1 kg

2.9 kg
ICC Cenlraf lnteNal Computer
0.3 kg
Proximity-to-exposure indicator with cable
8.3 kg
NS-1 Navigation Sensor
16.0 kg
NT-1 Nav1gat1on Telescope (standard length)
NT-2 Navigation Telescope (standard length)
18.0 kg
DCON/NT-2 Drill Transmitter with cable
0.3 kg
NA Automatic Navigalion Meter
5.6 kg
1.2 kg
NACON
2.1 kg
CCON Remote Control
NM Navigation Data lmput (slide-in unit)
0.3 kg
S-2c Recording Statoscope {flight weight)
15.0 kg
Connecting cables
Standard equipment RMK and ICC
2.5 kg
ICC-ICC for multi-camera operation (0.8 m) 0.2 kg
CCON-ICC (0.8 m)
0.2 kg
NA-NACON
0.7 kg
0.6 kg
Adapter OCON/HCON-RMK
(up to ser. no. 123802)

51.4 kg

0.5 kg
0.2 kg
1.8 kg
1.2 kg
1.6 kg
17.4 kg
0.9 kg

7.0kg
0.2 kg

9.0 kg

Suuieca to alteration.
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S-2c

Recotdrng Statoscope
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C.C":(ll\I
Htirnote Con rr...
Principal features
Vni1 IOf remOle COf'ltrOI •titd rnOc*
todnQ 01ac~l m"pplno cameras
(exctf>I tot exchaflQtl of llU&r:J and
tlln1 magazines).

U••
""t""
\\'•II\ ts navigation

For cameras W\'Sfail'.WI ouas,,oo lflCand ope•ahoo In t()Oj!JnCtion
W\istrum~nt.

IO< oltol-ooly fllghls (soo pago 13)
in conJunctlOI' wilh afl NM or NA
~vlga1 on inslrurnenl:
1n mullJ..camcra mOdo fo, operorloo
o4 dll cameras horn one conooi
~lt:!f

Remote control

RliAK master swi1e.,:
switch lo< exposu1u con.1101 anti
Mme18-level1ng mod•• (~lllo/
rr1arkJ.tll);
n1t1nua1 setting ot shuttef epero snd

-ur• (ope<al""

"* •'

lftCOfµoraR!d Ill~

El.ll-3 is

Romote monltortng
01t1play of shutter speed aoerture

DOton RM><:
a0g ..•l lllmPS IO• OCON ~nd HCON;
t•QMl lamps for fil<n transpon and

""""""'
""°"" ~only
~ Fl
Remot&
a.to •Ollat:.ecJ 1in
MoMor.;

camera ooay aiRi

l~m

miiga?JoeJ.

r:s-2
REn1o!e Sontrol
1ho

~gnaoon tori"S

,....,..,

00"111ol mcldutcs. atl o4 whlrh are
oporat<ld lrom lhe Cl.ON/NM
R"molo Control (soo pnoo 10)
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There are many different factors
which influence the "optim um
exposure" of an aerial negative:
First. the maximum exposure time
depending on the admissible
amount of image motion has to be
determined and the speed of the
aerial film selected. Allowance has
to be made for the filters to be used
and the desired gamma as a function of exposure latitude and the
contrast range resulting from light
heighl, illumination and reflectance.
The Zeiss EMl-1 was introduced in
1968 as a simple aid to average
exposure metering during photoflights. This meter serves to determine the proper aperture for a given
shutter speed, film speed and multiplying factor. The aperture found is
then set manually on the aerial
camera.
The Zeiss EMl-2 was the firs t aerophotog rammetric exposure control,
introduced 1n 1972, provid ing
automatic aperture control as
a function of preset shutter speed.
film speed and multiplying factor.
The EMl-2 sensor and the electronic
analog computer with servocontrol
for aperture setting can also be
installed in any Zeiss RMK-A
camera previously supplied.
The Zeiss EMl-3 that has meanwhile
been made available is an exposure
control that will also determine
shutter speed as a function of
admissible preset image motion. In
other words, the EMl-3 will automatically determine and set an optimum
combination of aperture and shutter
speed.

EMl-2 Automatic
Exposure Control
Principa l features
Ae rophotog ram metric exposure
control for automatic aperture
setting in aerial mapping cameras.
Detector
Optimally adapted to the spectral
sensitivity of panchromatic films and
thereby also suitable for infraredsensitive films. (The Effective Aerial
Film Speeds provided in the film
data sheets were determined from
empincal data in order to give relative exposure values corresponding
to those of aerial panchromaticsensitized fil11s which have no
appreciable i.1frared sensitivity).
Mean angle of acceptance ±30°,
at which the effect of the incident
light has dropped to 50 % of the
value on axis.

Aperture control
Aulomalically by the computer via
servomotor, in accordance with the
camera setting and the illuminance
measured;
indication of aperture limits on
navigation instrument;
manual aperture selling is possible
by switching off the computer;
indication of aperture setting on
aperture control knob of RMK and
indicators of NT-2 Navigation
Telescope as well as CCON Remote
Control.

Installation
In RMK camera body, that is without
any modification of aircraft.

Computer
Simple adjustment over ±1 f-stop;
simple expansion into EMl-3
computer by two additional printed
circuit boards .

Computer setting ranges
Film speed 18-30 DIN (equivalent to
50-800 ASA) in 12 steps;
filter factor 1-16x in 12 steps;
auto/manual mode.
Shutter-speed setting
Manually on RMK ;
automatic sensing of shutter-speed
setting for the computer.

26
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automattc m~urement

manual setung

OCON
Drift Control
Princi pal features
Automatic drift transmission from
navigation instrument (NS-1. NT-2,
NM or NA) to aerial camera.
Use
Whenever manual drift setting on
the cam era is possible only with
difficulty d uring 1he llighl, lhat is
above all when flying with a crew of

Operation
Potentionmeter-controlled seNomotors act on a suitably equipped
camera suspension mount - and
thus on the camera in it - so that
it automatically follows the drift
settings made on the NS-1, NT-2 or
NM navigation instrument or the drift
value measured by the NA Autom atic Navigation Meter.

two (see page 10);

Drift transmission
Range +30°;
setting speed 1,5°/sec.; in other
words, the setting has practically no
effect on image motion during exposure.

Installation
Drift transmitter in NS-1 or NT-2
navigation instrument; servocontrol
in RMK suspension mount.

when drift is measured automatically by means of the NA.
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NM

Navigation

Data
Input
Principal reatYr11
Unit aJlowu\Q menu8l or eu1omorlc
input of 1hc nav.galioriel dala
reQuired lor cBme1a control and
con1rot unit IOI' opomtlOn al'IO
checking 01cemere lunc11oos
durl09 lhe ohOLollight.
Use

For camera con11ol wl1houl an l\S.1
orNT-2. INU ISWhl"loul vlSUAI ObServatlort,
in 1N

case a

a..i'°"'8Uc deeenn1na.-

1JOO ol nalllQOliona' Gala by NAO< an

a1rerah navige11on $y$lom, 1ha1 s
~· s1mpte syslom ""'
sulfice 10 conirol lho RMI<, In lhe
mvlt>-earnera modo.10< indooet>denr check\no ol cameras

Settlng1
G•ound speed 5o-EOO knols 1n
lncr001cn1s ol 1 knot: lllghl hoighl
above g1ound 1000-60000 II 1n
lncremen1s ol 100 N:
drill angle :l30.,

Control of lunctlon1
Pushbt.Jt1oo 'or nster11aneou~ trip_:
~ 01 S•OQle e•POSures 01 ~d 1I•
onal expocuroa in s•tial mOde.

swoleh IOl'!!l§lantll"!QU$ !l8!!!!'Jl 01
serial pholograpl>y, lhal s. lhe fl'St
e>q)OSU<e a 111e ce• be made
P'~-8 lafgOI ~
wthoul lurthet - : mode
seteaor SWllCh '"' ,.,.,.. ot ~
n;il datB (auiomao.c !torn N>. or
ll'anual)

Monttoring of camera functions

1nte.va1 tamp indlcaling 1ns1an1 ol
exposure and release IOck du11no

lilm advance;
digltal d:Sp!ay of actual oveflap 1f the
exposure inteNal compull)d by th~
ICC es shorter than 1.lle minimum
cyclong time ol !he RMK. that 1s 111r.o
overiap ta:io SC1 on me tee can no
IOoge< be oblalned;
indicaofs lo< EM-2 and E\.11.3;
puS!\t>unon lor iesling t-.e d~eo1

conwnents:

lllOIC8iDr for M.

Installation
slide.in tJ11il h:w CCON
Remote Control

Add~lorial
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